The method is orttlined, grapl~ical resolts are presented, ancl laewlydiscovered branches of zero-intensity sol~ttiolts are also discussed.
Introduction
This report sinlmlarizes several new results for a se~niclassical model of t,he detunecl ring laser with an intracavity saturable absorber (DRLSA) in the uniform field approxinlation. These are: (i) forn~ulat~ion of a set of ordinary differential equations for the cletuned case, by illearis of the uniform field approximation; (ii) an explicit solut.iou for t.he steady states of these in the case of non-zero int,ensity via the roots of polynonuals up to quartics; (iii) a separate forlnulation of the steady states for the case of zero intensity, leading to tho cliscovery of new branches of zero-intensity solutions even in the tuned case; and (iv) selected numerical solutions for the stability of the steady state solutions, showing the effects of cavity detuning. A cot~~plete and detailed presentation of this work is being prepared for pul~lication elsewhere.
Discussion
The niodel is based on the Maxwell-Bloc11 equations for a hotnogencously , I
broadened DRLSA in whidi the media consist nf two-level atolns. 1 . 1 1~ results for non-zero intensity illustrated here were obtained by t,ransfornung the Maxwell-Bloch ecpations into a purely real set of partial ~li1rttrentiaI equations and applyillg the tmifonl~-fi~ltl apl~roxi~~~atir~n to I-~btain a set ol' ordinary differential equations which hold for the detuned chse. It has been possible to solve for the steady states of these; in the li~!ly tuned case, one has quadratic equations, and in the detuned case, a quartic in one of the state variables. Such a solution is, in principle, explicit, and allows very rapid and precise computation of the steady st,ates. The differential equations also provide a convenient foundation for a linear stability analysis of the steady states, sonie of the results of which are illustrated here. The effect of even a small det~uling on the solutions is evident.
A previous approach to this problem by the author and coworkers [I] utilized a dispersion curve-mode-line approach due to Casperson and Yariv to obtain numerical solutions for the steady states. That 111ethod can also be applied in the case of t.he zero-intensity steady state solutions, since the dispersion curve still exists in this case, and depends upon the excitation of the medium. Such a method yields the previously known solution at zero frequency and zero intensity for the tuned case, but also yields two adclitional branches, which bifurcate to form the known solutions at non-zero intensity. Previously, these had been thought to appear with increasing excitation disconnected from other branches of solutions [2] . The niethod also allows one to find the corresponding branches in the detuned case. Finally, a stability analysis based on the corresponding differential equations can he made, showing the changes of stability at the various bifurcation points lying along the branches. YL4, the polarization decay rate of the amplifying medium. These results agree with those previously described in Refs.
2.
The straight stable segment at low intensity represents two branches degenerate in intensity but having different operating frequencies; compare 
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*. The finite-intensity parabola bifurcates from the zerointensity parabola where the latter chanzes stability. 
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